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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Those at the abstract are the main questions which I was curious about one day when I was struck with slight 

sickness of which I am now cured of it, as the only way for me to stop it all was to bring out my own best and all the 

scientific theories that I could come up with. All of this theory is just purely thought experiment, if I would like to note 

of my research. As I play fair, I would like to declare of my intention which is why I am writing a bit about myself, as 

there are no other things that I could have said. I know that making this research paper would be highly embarrassing, 

but the thought of not publishing my research leaves me no other choice, as both a reward to my hard work and passion 

even though through the circumstance I was in when I made the theories. Please note that during when I made my 

theories, my knowledge of science was still at the year 2010, more or less. As this is just a few pages of research paper, 

I would not apply any divisions such as chapters and stuff. And after reading some sources, it had enlightened me, which 

is also why this research paper is already revised in a way. That these theories are already made simplified due to the 

authors character and for the readers as well, as well as the theories were made original. 

 As mentioned, all this are just Thought Experiments using logic, imagination, and knowledge. Though as Dark 

Energy is still new to be researched on, just like dark matter, its true nature remains unknown aside from the fact that 

Dark Energy is responsible for the movement of galaxies and that the universe is mostly composed of Dark Energy. 

Which also means that space consist of Dark Energy, including the space around us. There is also a theory in which 

combining dark matter with dark energy, but it has yet a long way and still doesn’t fully explain on how some aspects 

work such as quantum entanglement and many others. On the next few pages are the findings and theories associated 

with Dark Energy on my research. 

 

2. ANALYSIS, DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS: 

“The quantum realm can never be used in any machine to be able to control or bend the laws of physics. The 

machine would first be destroyed before you could even see just a fraction of its pure power. Though the concept of the 

quantum can be applied with especially delicate machines which can exhibit some of its properties.” 

 To start off, here is one theory about dark energy that I have concluded. As modern technology already has 

achieved this by developing quantum technologies which applies quantum mechanics, it may have already made 

progress of what I have theorized. 

“How could the other planets rotate around the sun if their polarity would be the same or not the same? 

Magnetism and gravity are one but there are also the dark energies that negate each other preventing the planets from 

ever crashing into the sun. And just like electricity and magnetism, dark energy has a polarity, which keeps the balance. 

Why hasn’t the moon crashed towards earth? And earth towards the sun yet? Though the gravitational force of the sun 

and planets would keep each other from crashing to one another, how can the planets still stay in their present course 

for billions of years now if gravity alone is the one responsible for keeping the balance of planets, when each planet’s 

gravity only equates to so much when the sun’s gravity is incredibly enormous? And how come other galaxies are also 
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going further away from our galaxy as our galaxy is also getting bigger? While our galaxy is also producing more stars 

and planets.” 

As what the theory has said, just how could the other planets rotate around the sun if their polarity would be the 

same or not the same aside from gravity, which gravity of each planet would only equate as much even lesser than our 

own sun’s gravity. And just like any energy, just like electricity, dark energy has a polarity of its own. If it weren’t, any 

planet would have been doomed from the start to swirl downwards towards the sun. As gravity is explained to be a force 

which pulls any object towards the center of gravity or the core of the planet, and as it has already been explained of 

how our planet is protected by its magnetic field from the deadly solar storms, radiation, and many other things in space, 

it was only accepted and never wondered onto why hasn’t the moon crashed into the Earth or Earth crashing into the 

sun. As for the other explanations to this theory, it would be best to read the “theory of creation” using Dark Energy as 

the “theme”. 

“The universe started out with a Bang that out of nothing or from maybe an exploded black hole or something, there 

was light or energy bursting out into the vast space, mixing and making new atoms in the process. From there, the dark 

energy along with all the other energies, bonded and shaped everything up just like a program or when an operating 

system just booted up. Then after billions of years of chaos, mixing, making and sorting out everything, gravity and the 

dark energy finally shaped up all the needed galaxies. Galaxies were formed from some of the atoms that had burst out 

from the big bang or by some giant star having met its end, then the program or the dark energy went unto forming 

many more stars and mixing elements to form planets and other space debris. 

So let us now look at our own planets, as after some more billion years later of forming and mixing with the help of 

gravity, now the dark energy mixes and makes bacteria in those planets. After some more million years for those bacteria 

on planet Earth, would soon mix and evolve, with the help of the dark energy inside those bacteria which now has 

evolved into higher species. The dark energy would bond many atoms which it deem fit and bond them all to form what 

we all know as higher species of animals on the planet. From atom to atom, from cell to cell, from other atoms or 

elements to form bones, and so on is such a program as the dark energy, also just like in a big science experiment. Soon, 

after the first few species were born or made into existence, there was a question of “how can those new life survive 

into the new world?” in which the answer would be “give them free will” which means giving them a brain. Soon, the 

brain of every specie was made which are also unique to each other and giving them “free will” or making a dark energy 

generator. 

As soon as the brain was made, as the first few species was also made, the dark energy would now also program or 

make those certain specie “spread out” or multiply which is true in other species as well. So the brain of the female, 

after receiving the signals of reproduction, would then trigger signals within the body to help with the making of the 

new life inside of the female. Those neuron or quantum signals from the brain would then get atoms from its 

surroundings, including the vitamins and minerals being absorbed by the female or mother, to form the new life or the 

baby after some time in the womb.” 

 This theory is summarized by the way, as one can already imagine what might have happened when reading the 

theory. Imagine Dark Energy as like electricity, electricity can run through every electronic as well as in machines, and 

then imagine life would be a big computer where it was programmed with an Operating System (OS) and stuff and 

where all organic life are the Artificial Intelligence (AI) living inside the program. Dark Energy, as it composes about 

most of space and that we are also living in that “space”, it is like the computer program of the whole universe and many 

other universes maybe. As all organic life stands as “the AI” of this grand program that the universe has made, we as 

the higher specie were given the “autonomous” programming after all the evolution and survival of our own specie due 

to random selection of the “fittest”. 

“There are about 3 ways to go or to control the quantum or communicate with it. Die, go to sleep and hope for 

the best, or do a near death experience yourselves. As the best way to know Dark energy is there is to feel it. The history 

of the universe might be recorded where trivial things such as secrets are erased whereas the memories or history 

remains. As dark energy is an immeasurable amount of history, information, power, and might have a will of its own. 

There might be a part of the brain which is not yet explained where it might be responsible for us to connect or feel dark 

energy, like as a parent would always not leave their children without some form of communication and assurance that 

they are safe and can stand on their own even as they are all grown up.” 

 Have you guys ever heard of near death experiences? Of which it would have the patient to have many unique 

and lucid dreams about Gods and out of this world experiences. Have you heard how the rover was even made? It was 

said that the maker of the rover went to sleep one day and dreamt about making it, and then when he woke up, he got 

many pieces of paper so that he could write everything before he ever forgets all of what he dreamt. Since Dark Energy 

can be perceived as energy unlike anything, it may contain information such as our universe’s history and stuff. And as 

there are still parts of our brain which we don’t know what their use might be and majority of it are theorized to be 

responsible for this and that, it might be possible that part of it is responsible for letting us feel Dark Energy. Do you 
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guys know about meditation? Meditation is by definition a practice where an individual uses a technique – such 

as mindfulness, or focusing their mind on a particular object, thought or activity – to train attention and awareness, and 

achieve a mentally clear and emotionally calm and stable state. But we do sometimes feel some sort of energy coursing 

through our bodies or in our backbone once we have been enlightened with something or now in a calmer state, though 

this theory is a longshot. 

“Life is like a cycle of life, death, and rebirth. Life is how we live, death is after our bodies expire or wither. 

And rebirth is to be one with the universe where your energy will be transferred to another life within the whole universe 

which either includes the formation of planets, stars, black holes, and etc. Heaven is being one with the universe. 

Purgatory is to walk through the earth with condensed dark energies. And hell is right at the earth’s core where all the 

negative dark energies reside. The souls or the accumulation of dark energy can leave some traces of its energies inside 

a living beings mind, or a fraction of their own soul. Though if only they would pass through that person while still 

walking through the world. And if you are worthy of those souls, dark energy might grant you something from those 

souls such as abilities and some parts of their memories that they can relate to your situation” 

 This theory is also a longshot as well, though the evidence is onto how our bodies decay or wither in time, as 

well as 2 known spots where scientists weren’t able to fully explain on their mysteries. One mystery is the Kola Borehole, 

where it is said that humans being inside the hole could hear the voices of hell where there is literally nothing down 

there but rock and many other stuff except natural gas, where the town in which the hole was situated was also 

abandoned. One question would pop into mind with the Kola Borehole, and that’s “how on earth can humans even hear 

such frightful things down there?”. Also, there is the second place which is the Bermuda Triangle, where no electronics 

is able to function properly inside that wide space filled with ocean, and many are reported to be lost within that place. 

With that in mind, a question is asked, “how on earth would that certain place on Earth have such a mysterious 

phenomenon?”. With that, I concluded that hell exists at the center of the Earth and that there may also be “entities” 

living amongst us, not present in our legends and fairy tales as those entities cannot be seen nor touched as they are 

made with Dark Energy. 

 

3. RECOMMENDATIONS: 

My recommendation is that the only way to know about Dark Energy is to logically analyze its true nature, as 

no present or maybe future equipment is able to analyze its true nature. As science is now almost at the limit of its 

capacity, as far as scientific and technological advances are concerned so far, the only things left to discover is for the 

final frontier which is space. And space as we know it is filled with Dark Energy and all other matter in the universe. 

 

4. CONCLUSION: 

 “As the answer is simple, only the solution is complex”, that is the saying that I often told myself as it is the 

most logical approach to any given problem. These theories about dark energy which are yet unknown is yet to be 

proven, yet it proves very logical and that the evidences are all around us, which we haven’t yet to realize maybe. So I 

ask again, if organic life is also made out of atoms, how can they move about without their atoms falling apart just like 

in any object? It is because of Dark Energy as the manager of all atoms in the universe. Please also note that this theory 

(ies) is maybe not yet complete and maybe still lacking. 
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